INTRODUCTION
One of the end products of seismic network data analysis is a summary computer file with one record per earthquake. This SELECT program reads these summary files and produces similar files for which events meet limiting criteria of location, depth, time, magnitude, etc. SELECT reads files sequentially, and thus must read every record to find the desired events. It is not a data base system optimized for fast retrieval, but makes no requirements of file structure or pre-indexed data.
SELECT features multiple input files (which are read sequentially) and multiple output files (which contain certain time periods in chronological order). Epicenter selection can be done by three methods: 1) by a latitude-longitude box, 2) by containment within a convex polygon whose verticies are specified, and 3) by one or more predefined regions or earthquake classes. Further selection can be by depth, time, amplitude and/or duration magnitude, location error, RMS travel time residual, and number of first motions. Selection or rejection can also be done on the presence of one or more 1-3 letter remarks at 1 or 2 preset places on the data records.
SELECT is command driven. Commands are 3-letters. If a command sets parameters or names, these may follow the command on the same line. If the parameters are not supplied, SELECT will prompt for them, allowing you to see and default to the current values. Default values are set for all parameters, and you need issue commands only for the parameters you want to change. Parameters supplied on a command line are in free-format: parameters are separated by spaces or commas, and names or character strings must be enclosed within apostrophes. For example, the input file is set by a command like FIL 'INFILE.SUM'. Complete rules for free-format input are given in appendix A.
All commands fall into three general types: 1) Most commands define parameters to be used for a subsequent selection; 2) The command "SEL" takes no arguments, and runs a selection on data using the parameters currently set; 3) A few commands invoke conveniences, like getting help with a list of command names, listing current file names and selection criteria, saving all parameters in a control file for future use, and issuing operating system (DCL) commands from within SELECT.
Commands may be executed either by typing them in (with or without supplying parameters on the command line), or by executing them from a disk file. The commands in a control file are executed as if they were typed. If they have parameters, the file executes by itself. If the commands in a command file do not have parameters, SELECT prompts and waits for you to input the parameters. OUT Set the output file name. This will be the only output file, or the first of a sequence if others are set with the OFL command. Example: OUT 'OUT.SUM' OFL Set second or later output file, and the date on which output to it will begin. The OFL commands can be given in any order, and are automatically arranged chronologically by the dates given. The first output file must be set with the OUT command, and receives any data before the beginning date of the second output file. All input data must be in chronological order. Geographic boundaries may be set in either of two ways. Simple latitude and longitude limits may be set with the LAT and LON commands, or the verticies of a convex polygon set with the REG command. Only one of these two methods can be used at any one time, which is determined by which type of command was given most recently The startup default is for no geographic selection.
Separately from and in addition to the two possibilities above is geographic selection by earthquake class number. This requires that a set of geographic classes for a particular network be preprogrammed into SELECT. Class and LAT-LON/polygon selection operate independently: an event is selected if it is both in a requested class and within the specified box or polygon. 3) The polygon must be convex (interior angles less than 180°). 4) The verticies must be specified in counter-clockwise order, so that the interior is to the left as one traces along the perimeter. 5) The last vertex specified is assumed identical to the first, thus N+l points specify an N sided polygon. The last point is redundant, but must be present. 6) The polygon can have no more than 14 verticies.
NET Network number for determining earthquake classes (see below).
The net number is not used unless classes are being selected. Note: ^command is equivalent to SPA 'command' * Any command which begins with * or which is all blank is treated as a comment and is ignored.
APPENDIX -RULES FOR FREE-FORMAT INPUT OF PARAMETERS
-Supply the parameters 1n free-format following the command.
-The type and order of parameters 1s the same as 1n the command documentation.
-Free-format values may be separated by either spaces or commas.
-Character strings (for filenames, labels etc.) are delimited by apostrophes like 'MYFILE.DAT' .
-The form n*A stands for n occurrences of the value A.
-A null field will leave the existing value unchanged. A null field 1s specified by two consecutive commas, by one leading comma or by two trailing commas. Thus f 2 ,, 'MYFILE.' ,, changes only the 2nd and 4th of 5 values.
-A slash (/) at the end of a line means all later fields are null.
-The form n* stands for n occurrences of a null field.
